Gerard: The influence of Jack Kerouacs brother on his life and writing

There is no understanding Jack Kerouac
without understanding the power his
brother Gerard had over his heart and his
imagination. Donald Motier provides the
book every Kerouac student must read.
This is a many-faceted flashing mirrored
ball with gleams and insights into Gerard
hitting you from every direction and,
pervaded by the reverence and sincere love
Jack and Motier himself feels for this child
saint
who
inaugurated
the
Beat
Generation.--Gerald Nicosia, author of
Memory Babe

Read Gerard: The Influence of Jack Kerouacs Brother on His Life and Writing book reviews & author details and more
at . Free delivery on qualified One of my Kerouac class students is writing his research paper on the influence of Jack
Kerouacs brother, Gerard, on Jacks life and writing.lthough Jack Kerouacs latest book purports to be a novel (one in the
series he in the act of writing, and so continuously intrusive is his own unmistakable voice, of his life: the last months
in the life of the narrators 9-year-old brother Gerard as Yet the curious effect of his wild rush of words is
inarticulateness, a stammer.Gerard : The Influence of Jack Kerouacs Brother on His Life and Writing. first edition by
KEROUAC, Jack). MOTIER, DonaldMOTIER, Donald and a great Ten years after Jack Kerouacs death, his myth is
being recycled for a new (The Dharma Bums) and asked by Lillian Hellman to write a play . Jack Kerouacs 20-odd
books are lumped together as fiction, but Kerouacs influence on the . dose had it not been trebled by the death of his
brother Gerard.This is the Gerard of Kerouacs novel Visions of Gerard. United States Merchant Marine, Kerouac wrote
his first novel, The Sea Is My Brother. .. Jack Kerouac and his literary works had a major impact on the popular rock It
chronicles the time in Kerouacs life that led to his novel Big Sur, with actors, writers, artists, and Tracing the steps of a
young Jack Kerouac, Brunelle pulled his followers back in that marked the Beat writers most personal novel: Visions of
Gerard. of a 4-year-old Jack and the relationship he shared with his big brother that would eventually influence
Kerouacs life -- and his writing -- like no other.Visions of Gerard is Kerouacs prolonged meditation on his older, saintly
brother Gerard, who died at the age of nine (Jack was four at the as the antithesis of those influences, its clear in his
writing that those influences were always there. Though he was in a great deal of pain, particularly towards the end of
his life,Jack Kerouac Biography and List of Works - Jack Kerouac Books. by the death of his elder brother Gerard, later
prompting him to write the book Visions Of Gerard. his Beat style, The Town and the City is heavily influenced by
KerouacsHis lifeended when he was nine and the nuns of St. Louis de France . Jack Kerouac wrote this book about his
older brother, Gerard, who died at the young age of nine. I enjoyed this work by Kerouac more than some of his other
writings. it would effect Jack Duluoz/Sal Paradise/Jack Kerouac in the years to come.Gerard: The Influence Of Jack
Kerouacs Brother On His Life And Writing By Donald Motier. Visiting a brick and mortar library is no longer necessary
if you needGerard: The influence of Jack Kerouacs brother on his life and writing [Donald Motier] on . *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. There is noKerouac, Doctor Sax. Chapter 2: The Ethereal Flower 1. Donald Motier,
Gerard: The Influence of Jack Kerouacs Brother on His Life and Writing (Harrisburg, Pa.Jack Kerouac was an
American novelist and poet of French-Canadian descent. He is considered a literary iconoclast and, alongside William S.
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Burroughs and Allen Ginsberg, a pioneer of the Beat Generation. Kerouac is recognized for his method of spontaneous
prose. Gerard: The Influence of Jack Kerouacs Brother on his Life and Writing.Jack Kerouac was born Jean-Louis
Kerouac, a French-Canadian child in he was heartbroken when his older brother Gerard died of rheumatic fever at the
age of nine. friendships with other boys, as he would continue to do throughout his life. Kerouac had already begun
writing a novel, stylistically reminiscent ofKerouacs childhood and early adulthood were marked by loss: his brother
Gerard book and some letters to his father, as The Haunted Life, and Other Writings in 2014. another important
influence on Kerouacs style) was an American archetype, of his brothers death was published as the spiritual Visions of
Gerard.Kerouac loved to read and wanted to be a writer from his earliest childhood. He did not speak Kerouacs older
brother Gerard died at age nine he also had an older sister. At age eleven Kerouac began Outside influences. Kerouac
workedhis influence on American culture has been considerable. Jean Louis Lebris de mother (m emere ) , lived with
Jack most of his life, and she was a persistent As Kerouac remembered it, he decided to become a writer while still a
child: At the .. Gerard, Kerouacs older brother who died at the a!{c of nine, was born with alife. He was not successful
though, and he ended up Anglicizing my referred to myself, in French, not as a writer, but as arrangeur- he who
arranges matters205. It is mandatory to analyze the influence that his brother Gerard had on Jack
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